
AlertGPS ActiveHalo® safety wearable device

AlertGPS provides the quickest way to locate, communicate

and get help to your mobile workforce.

24/7 protection for your mobile workforce, wherever they are.

One-touch SOS Integrated safety solution
The one-touch SOS button creates a two-
way voice call with our award-winning 
24/7 monitoring center to dispatch 
immediate emergency help anywhere in 
the United States.

Find out more at aware360.com

01 - Alert

Press the SOS button on the 
device or app to immediately 
initiate a voice call to our 24/7 
Monitoring Center.

02 - Locate

The user’s GPS location is instantly 
pinpointed and transmitted.

03 - Communicate

Our Monitoring Center agent 
answers the call and assesses the 
situation. Alerts are simultaneously 
sent to a designated member of 
your team to provide real-time 
situational awareness.

04 - Respond

Our highly trained agent 
dispatches emergency services 
and stays on the line providing 
reassurance until help arrives.

by  Aware360

https://aware360.com/alertgps


Innovative technology:

The all-in-one safety solution

Our cloud-based IoT platform connects you with your 
mobile workforce, helping protect your employees and 
mitigate risks associated with working in uncontrolled 
environments.

Purpose-built safety wearable

Small and discreet device with one-touch SOS, 
advanced fall detection without call-back, a 
check-in button to report arrival/departure, an 
audible personal alarm, and much more.

Secure alerting platform

Our cloud-based platform facilitates the flow of 
information among the team responsible for 
worker safety. The customizable dashboard is 
highly intuitive, making it easy to set alerts, 
generate reports, and graphically display the 
current status of your workforce.

24/7 Monitoring Center

Our agents are trained to handle any emergency 
situation and can dispatch help (police, fire and 
EMT) anywhere in the United States. With 
companion mode, workers can initiate a call 
anytime they feel uneasy, for any reason. Our 
agent will stay on the line until they feel safe.

Loaded with features

One-touch SOS button with two-way voiceSOS

Registered sex offenders/predators alerts

Location positioning with GPS

Timed sessions with missed check-out alerts

Advanced privacy options

Check-in button

24/7 companion: safety concierge services

OSHA compliance reporting

Customizable smart and threat zones

Fall detection with automatic SOS call

Audible personal alarms

Learn about our mobile app hereFind out more at aware360.com

AlertGPS will support security patching for the ActiveHalo® device for a period equal to one year after the last sale date of the 
device model. If security patching is unavailable and the device is within the warranty period, AlertGPS will replace the device.

https://aware360.com/hubfs/Sales/Sales%20enablement%20resources%202022/AlertGPS/AlertGPS%20mobile%20app%20brochure%20%5BAware360%5D.pdf
https://aware360.com/alertgps

